Reinforced Concrete Specialists
Concrete Frames • Bridges • Groundworks • Stadiums • Underpasses • Highways
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Reinforced Concrete Frames
Bridges and Underpasses
Stadiums
Viaducts and Railways
Water and Sewage
Power Stations
Residential Projects
Commercial/Agricultural Projects
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Falsework / Formwork
Groundworks
Reinforcement
Plant and Equipment
Cranage
Concrete Pumping
Precast
Slipform
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Formed in December 1990, David Ashley Construction Ltd. specialise in reinforced
concrete structures and associated groundworks.The company operates both locally
and nationally, making our midlands based head of ce in Alfreton, near junction 28 of
the M1, ideally situated.
We carry out a variety of reinforced concrete works on a wide range of projects,
including Concrete Frames, Substructures, Highways and Bridgeworks,Water
Treatment Works, Power Stations and Stadiums.
Over the past 25 years our family based company has grown in the reinforced
concrete market and worked on many prestigious projects for an array of leading
main contractors. Our success is based on providing our clients with the highest
quality of service and ensuring projects are delivered on budget and to programme.
Our workforce is made up of highly skilled shuttering joiners, steel xers, concreters,
scaffolders and quali ed banksmen, all of whom hold a valid CSCS and/or CPCS
card and are trained to the highest standard. In addition to this the site teams are
supported by experienced and dedicated of ce staff operating from our head of ce.
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We have signi cant experience of producing a wide range
of concrete frames/slabs ranging from small scale single
story to high rise multi million pound structures.We strive
to get involved as early as possible in the design process in
order to enable the quickest possible programme to enable
reduced costs.
The last few years have seen us work on projects with some
of the major contractors in the business and deliver on all
levels to produce a building to the highest quality of nish.
Whilst using traditional forms of construction, we strive on
using the very latest techniques and equipment to make the
works easier to sequence and provide the highest levels of
health and safety.

From smaller footbridges over minor roads, to rail bridges
over motorways, our recent projects include a large
number of bridges on the new section of the A46 and the
Nottingham Tram network.
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Having completed the stands at Derby County FC and
Nottingham Forest FC we can provide any reinforced
concrete requirements attached to stadia design, including
terracing, slabs, upstands and staircases.

We have a wealth of experience in providing structures that
form part of complex civil engineering packages, ranging
from simple track bases right through to viaducts spanning
signi cant distances.

We can provide groundworks, drainage and services, as
well as holding tanks and other water treatment/sewage
structures regardless of size/scale.
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Power Stations
Regardless of size and required programme, we can provide
a solution. At Ferrybridge Power Station we completed
two high rise water towers using the slipform system and
working 24hr shifts.The project was completed in line with
the very tight programme and to budget.
Residential Projects
Whether it be for groundworks, basements and / or
superstructure works, we can provide a service to deliver
all requirements on budget and to programme.We have
supplied our services on individual, private houses through
to large scale residential developments such as care homes
and student accommodation.
Commercial/Agricultural Projects
Ranging from small agricultural storage bins to multi million
pound commercial compounds, our services can meet all
requirements to provide a cost effective and quick solution.
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We cater for numerous falsework designs/requirements, including
Hunnebeck (formerly SGB), RMD, Peri and other specialist
formwork. Owning our own equipment means we can provide
competitive rates and provide a quick turn-around to meet short
programme requirements or changes.

We offer services to ful ll a wide range of groundwork
requirements including bulk excavation (and removal/disposal
of waste), drainage and waterproo ng.
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Reinforcement
All aspects of reinforcement and steel- xing can be undertaken
through ‘labour only’ or ‘supply and x.’ We can offer traditional x,
post tensioning and the Bamtec rollout carpet reinforcement system.
All reinforcement complies with current BS and CE requirements.
Plant & Equipment
We have our own eet of vehicles, plant and machinery, again
maintaining the option to provide more competitive rates and meet
tight programmes.The list of plant ranges from the 2t tracked 360°
through to the 16t tracked 360°, rollers, dumpers, telehandlers and
other associated groundwork’s Plant.
Cranage
A wide range of crane solutions can be provided ranging from large
tower cranes, crawler, all terrain, mobile, spider and the smaller city
cranes. Lift plans, risk assessments and method statements provided as
a matter of course.
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Concrete Pumping
We can provide a wide range of pumping
options including static, mobile and
placing booms of varied sizes. Over the
years we have been presented with
signi cant pumping challenges, all of which
have been overcome by using the varied
systems available throughout the market.
Precast
We can provide a wide range of precast
concrete units within our services in
order to negate the need for further
subcontract packages.We work hand in
hand with a few of the leading precast
suppliers meaning we can guarantee
competitive rates and nishes to the
highest of standards.

Slipform
We have used the Slipform method
for vertical elements on numerous
projects, including lift shafts, stair cores
and chimneys, minimising cranage
requirements to speed up the casting
process.
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David Ashley Construction Ltd - Organisation Chart
Barry Johnson
Managing/Contracts Director

Kyle Johnson
Contracts Manager

Surveying Ben Sheridan

Commercial Matt Surgey

Karen Johnson
Company Secretary

Estimating Ben Sheridan

Construction
Manager Dean Jeeves

Amelia
Johnson

Sally
Ball

Health and Safety

Accounts
Mark Bullen/Mark Dore

Personnel

Logistics/Yard Manager Doyan Wragg
Alan Clarkson/Lawrence Wild
Matt Minns/Jonathan Thompson

Site Operatives
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Yard Operatives

Administration

List of Clients
Alfred McAlpine

Kercan Construction

Allenbuild Ltd.

Kier

Amec Civil Engineering

Lafarge Contracting

Arnold Laver

Mowlem

Asquith Properties

NM Group

Bachy Soletanche Limited

Norwest Holst

Baggaley

Nuttals

Balfour Beatty

Seddon Construction

Birchover Stone

Smiths Construction

Birse Construction Limited

Taylor Woodrow

Bowmer and Kirkland Ltd

Taylor Woodrow/Alstom Joint Venture

CAMBBA Joint Venture

Tomlinson Civil Engineer

Carillion

Totty Construction

Clegg Construction

Trafalgar Street Properties Limited

Costain

Urban Edge Group

Countryside Properties
(Northern) Ltd.

Vinci Construction

Dew Construction
DFS Refractories and Minerals Ltd.
Fairport Engineering
Galliford Try Construction

Weldon Plany Limited
West Contracting Limited
West eld Construction
Whitehouse
Willmott Dixon

Impregilo
Kaverna
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David Ashley Construction Limited
Lydford Road
Meadow Lane Industrial Estate
Alfreton
Derbyshire
DE55 7RQ
01773 830880
01773 830884
enquiries@davidashleyconstruction.co.uk
www.davidashleyconstruction.co.uk

